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Lorenzo injured in training accident
14 February 2010 (07:50)
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Jorge Lorenzo has undergone surgery in his right hand following an
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accident whilst training near his home in Barcelona on Thursday.
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The 22-year-old Fiat Yamaha rider was riding his motocross bike at the
practice course near Montmelo during a routine training session as part of
his pre-season preparation. He fell in a slow corner, doing approximately
30km/h, and hurt his right hand as he landed.
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He was taken immediately to the Capio Hospital General de Catalunya

Jorge Lorenzo

and found to have a fracture at the base of the first metacarpal and a
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displaced thumb. Dr. Augusto J. Casanovas made an open reduction and
osteosynthesis with a small titanium plate. Lorenzo will require hand protection for four to six weeks.
The Spaniard is leaving the hospital this morning and will return to his home in Barcelona to recuperate. He
will not participate in the next Sepang test but he is expected to make a full recovery in time for the final preseason test at Qatar in March.

Hirvonen upsets Loeb to win Rally of
Sweden
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Remember to go to www.supersport.com on your Mobile phone and keep in touch with the latest
scores wherever you are.
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Reuters on Motorsport
Button and Hamilton put
rivalry on hold
Formula One world champions
Jenson Button and Lewis Hamilton
were all smiles as they appeared
together as team mates for the
first time to unveil their new
McLaren.

Sapa
Schumacher returns as F1
testing starts
The new Formula One campaign
gets under way on Monday with
the start of preseason testing that
will also bring the return of
Michael Schumacher at Mercedes
GP after three years out of motor
racing's premier sport.
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